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Multi-Head Self-Attention with Role-Guided Masks

Dongsheng Wang?, Casper Hansen?, Lucas Chaves Lima, Christian Hansen, Maria
Maistro, Jakob Grue Simonsen, and Christina Lioma

Department of Computer Science, University of Copenhagen
{wang,c.hansen,lcl,chrh,mm,simonsen,c.lioma}@di.ku.dk

Abstract. The state of the art in learning meaningful semantic representations
of words is the Transformer model and its attention mechanisms. Simply put, the
attention mechanisms learn to attend to specific parts of the input dispensing re-
currence and convolutions. While some of the learned attention heads have been
found to play linguistically interpretable roles, they can be redundant or prone
to errors. We propose a method to guide the attention heads towards roles iden-
tified in prior work as important. We do this by defining role-specific masks to
constrain the heads to attend to specific parts of the input, such that different
heads are designed to play different roles. Experiments on text classification and
machine translation using 7 different datasets show that our method outperforms
competitive attention-based, CNN, and RNN baselines.

Keywords: Self-Attention · Transformer · Text Classification

1 Introduction

The Transformer model has had great success in various tasks in Natural Language
Processing (NLP). For instance, the state of the art is dominated by models such as
BERT [5] and its extensions: RoBERTa [12], ALBERT [9], SpanBERT [8], SemBERT
[24], and SciBERT [2], all of which are Transformer-based architectures. Due to this, re-
cent studies have focused on developing approaches to understand how attention heads
digest input texts, aiming to increase the interpretability of the model [4,14,20]. The
findings of those analyses are aligned: while some attention heads of the Transformer
often play linguistically interpretable roles [4,20], others are found to be less important
and can be pruned without significantly impacting (indicating redundancy), or even im-
proving (indicating potential errors contained in pruned heads), effectiveness [14,20].

While the above studies show that the effectiveness of the attention heads is, in part,
derived from different head roles, only scant prior work analyze the impact of explicitly
adopting roles for the multiple heads. Such an explicit guidance would force the heads
to spread the attention on different parts of the input with the aim of reducing redun-
dancy. This motivates the following research question: What is the impact of explicitly
guiding attention heads?

To answer this question, we define role-specific masks to guide the attention heads
to attend to different parts of the input, such that different heads are designed to play
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different roles. We first choose important roles based on findings from recent studies
on interpretable Transformers roles; then we produce masks with respect to those roles;
and finally the masks are incorporated into self-attention heads to guide the attention
computation. Experimental results on both text classification and machine translation
on 7 different datasets show that our approach outperforms competitive attention-based,
CNN, and RNN baselines.

2 Related Work

The Transformer [19] was originally proposed as an encoder-decoder model, but has
also been used successfully for transfer learning tasks, especially after being pre-trained
on massive amounts of unlabeled texts. At the heart of the transformer lies the notion
of multi-head self-attention, where the attention of each head is computed as:

Attention(Q,K,V ) = softmax
(

QKT
√

dk

)
V (1)

where Q, is the query, K is the key, V is the value, and dk is the key dimension. The input
to each head is a head-specific linear projection, and the Transformer uses multi-heads
such that the attention for each head is concatenated for a single output.

Recently, efforts have been made to explore how the Transformer attends over dif-
ferent parts of the input texts [4,7,20]. Clark et al. [4] investigate each attention head’s
linguistic roles, and find that particular heads refer to specific aspects of syntax. Voita
et al. [20] study the importance of the different heads using layer-wise relevance prop-
agation (LRP) [6], and characterize them based on the role they perform. Furthermore,
Voita et al. [20] find that not all heads are equally important and choose to prune the
heads using a L0 regularizer, finding that most of the non-pruned heads have specialized
roles.

Scant prior work exists on guiding the attention heads to have a specific purpose.
Strubell et al. [18] train the multi-head model with the first head attending to a sin-
gle syntactic parent token, while the rest being regular attention heads. In contrast, we
explore multiple more complex predefined roles grounded in head roles discovered in
recent work. Sennrich and Haddow [15] incorporate linguistic features (e.g. sub-word
tags, POS tags, etc.) as additional features into an attention encoder and decoder model
for the task of machine translation, in order to enrich the model. In contrast, our method
also makes use of linguistic features, but instead of enriching the input, we use these
linguistic features to define the role-specific masks for guiding the attention heads.

3 Multi-head Attention with Guided Masks

We incorporate role-specific masks for self-attention heads, constraining them to attend
to specific parts of the input. By doing this, we aim to reduce the redundancy between
the heads, and force the heads to have roles identified in previous work as important.
Then, we adopt a weighted gate layer to aggregate the heads.

We first define the multi-head self-attention with role-specific masks in Section 3.1
followed by a description of each role in Section 3.2. We denote our final attention
guided Transformer model as Transformer-Guided-Attn.
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Fig. 1. Scaled-dot product with role mask or padding mask.

3.1 Multi-head attention

We incorporate a role-specific mask into a masked attention head (mh) as:

mh(Q,K,V,Mr) = softmax
(

QKT +Mr√
dk

)
V (2)

where Mr is a role-specific mask used to constrain the attention head. For an input of
length n, Mr is an n-by-n matrix where each element is either−∞ (ignore) or 0 (include).
For multi-head self-attention, we introduce N role-specific masks for the first N heads
out of a total of H heads (N ≤ H). If N is strictly less than H, then the remaining heads
are regular attention heads. Based on this, the multi-head attention can be expressed as:

MultiHead(Q,K,V ) =Concat(mh1,mh2, ...,mhN ,hN+1,hN+2, ...,hH)W O (3)

where mhi is the head with a role mask, and hi is a regular head computed using Eq. (1).
A visualization of using the masks is shown in Figure 1, where we associate the

standard padding mask to regular attention heads. The padding masks ensure that inputs
shorter than the model allowed length are padded to fit the model.

3.2 Mask roles

We adopt the roles detected as important by Voita et al. [20] and Clark et al. [4]. We
categorize them as 1) specialized (rare words and separators), 2) syntactic (dependency
syntax and major relations), and 3) window (relative position) roles (see [10,11] for a
linguistic basis of this categorisation). We include the separator role as Clark et al. [4]
found that over half of BERT’s attention, in layer 6-10, focus on separators. We describe
these 5 specific roles below, which are used for creating role-specific masks.

Rare words (RareW) The rare words role refers to the least frequent tokens in a text.
As defined by Voita et al. [20], we compute IDF (inversed document frequency)
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scores for all tokens and use the 10 percent least frequent tokens (highest 10 percent
values according to IDF) in the sentence as the target attentions.

Separator (Seprat) The separator role guides the head to point to only separators.
We extend the separator from {[SEP], [START ], [END]} to common punctuation
of {comma, semicolon, dot, question mark, exclamation point}.

Dependency syntax (DepSyn) Dependency syntax role guides the head to attend to
tokens with syntactic dependency relations. We assume this role can guide the head
to attend to those–not adjacent–but still relevant tokens, complementary to the Rel-
Pos role (see below).

Major syntactic relations (MajRel) The major syntactic relations role guides the head
to attend to the tokens involved with major syntactic relations. The four major re-
lations defined by Voita et al. [20] are NSUBJ, DOBJ, AMOD, and ADVMOD.

Relative Position (RelPos) The relative position role guides the head to look at ad-
jacent tokens, corresponding to scanning the text with a centered window of size
3.

For each role, we generate the guided mask for each input sentence by first pro-
ducing an n-by-n matrix with all values as −∞ (corresponding to ignoring all tokens
initially). Then, we change the value of position (i, j) into 0.0, referring to the query
token i with respect to the guided key token j, depending on the mask role.

4 Experiment

We experimentally compare our Transformer-Guided-Attn model to competitive base-
lines across 7 datasets in the tasks of text classification and machine translation. We
make the source code publicly available on GitHub1.

4.1 Classification tasks

We consider two different classification tasks: sentiment analysis and topic classifica-
tion. We compare our methods against six competitive baselines: the original Trans-
former [19]; multi-scale CNNs [22]; RNNs (BiLSTM) [3]; directional Self-attention
(DiSAN) [17] that incorporates temporal order and multi-dimensional attention into
the Transformer; phrase-level self-attention (PSAN) [23] which performs self-attention
across words inside a phrase; and Transformer-Complex-Order [21] that incorporates
sequential order into the Transformer to capture ordered relationships between token
positions. For the baselines implemented by us (marked in the Tables), we tune them
as described in the original papers. For our Transformer-Guided-Attn, we consider a
simple, but effective, way of selecting the combination of role-specific masks: For each
layer, we fix 5 attention heads to be guided by the specific roles specified in Section 3.2,
and let the remaining be regular heads. We tune the number of layers from {2,4,6,8}
and number of additional regular heads from {1,3}.

Dataset. The statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 1. We use the same splits
as done by Wang et al. [21].

1 https://github.com/dswang2011/guided-attention-transformer

https://github.com/dswang2011/guided-attention-transformer
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Table 1. Classification dataset statistics. CV
means 10-fold cross validation.

Dataset Train Test Task Vocab. Class

CR 4k CV Product review 6k 2
TREC 5.4k 0.5k Question 10k 6
SUBJ 10k CV Subjectivity 21k 2
MPQA 11k CV Opinion polarity 6k 2
MR 11.9k CV Movie review 20k 2
SST 67k 2.2k Movie review 18k 2

Table 2. Machine translation results. ? marks
scores reported from other papers.

Method BLEU

Transformer [19] 34.3
AED + Linguistic [15] ? 28.4
AED + BPE [16] ? 34.2
Tensorized Transformer [13] ? 34.9
Transformer-Complex-Order [21] ? 35.8
Transformer-Guided-Attn (ours) 38.8

Table 3. Classification results (accuracy %). ? marks scores reported from other papers.

Method CR TREC SUBJ MPAQ MR SST

Transformer [19] 82.0 91.8 93.2 88.6 77.7 81.8
Multi-scale CNNs [22] 81.2 93.1 93.3 89.1 77.8 80.9
BiLSTM [3] 82.6 92.4 93.6 88.9 78.4 81.1
DiSAN (Directional Self-Attention) [17]? 84.1 88.3 92.2 89.5 79.7 82.9
PSAN (phrase-level Self-Attention) [23]? 84.2 89.1 91.9 89.9 80.0 83.8
Transformer-Complex-Order [21]? 80.6 89.6 89.5 86.3 74.6 81.3
Transformer-Guided-Attn (ours) 84.4 93.6 93.8 90.7 80.0 84.2

Results. As shown in Table 3, we observe consistent improvements compared to
the best baseline for each dataset, except on MR where we perform as well as PSAN.
Compared to the original Transformer model, we obtain accuracy gains of up to 2.96%,
depending on the dataset, thus showing a notable performance impact from guiding the
attention heads. Compared to DiSAN and PSAN, our proposed Transformer-Guided-
Attn obtains consistent improvements over the original Transformer across all datasets,
while DiSAN and PSAN both have lower performance for TREC and SUBJ.

4.2 Translation Task

We use the standard WMT 2016 English-German dataset [16] and use four baselines:
Attentional encoder-decoder (AED) [15] with linguistic features including morpholog-
ical, part-of-speech, and syntactic dependency labels as additional embedding space;
AED with Byte-pair encoding (BPE) [16] subword segmentation for open-vocabulary
translation; the tensorized Transformer [13]; and the Transformer-Complex-order [21].
The first two models are extensions on top of the basic AED [1]. For the models we
implement, we follow the same tuning as in the classification experiments. We eval-
uate the machine translation performance using the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
(BLEU) measure.

Results. Our Transformer-Guided-Attn consistently outperforms the competitive
baselines. Specifically, we observe gains of 8.2% compared to the best baseline, Trans-
former-Complex-Order, and close to 13% compared to the original Transformer. These
gains are even larger than the results for the classification experiments, thus highlight-
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Fig. 2. Ablation study of Transformer-Guided-Attn when dropping each role individually.

ing a significant performance impact from guiding the attention heads for the task of
machine translation.

4.3 Ablation study

We now consider the performance impact associated with each role-specific mask. For
each classification dataset, we run configurations of our Transformer-Guided-Attn with
each role-specific mask excluded once and replaced with a default padding mask used
in the Transformer. The average accuracy drop associated with excluding each role-
specific mask is shown in Figure 2, which also includes the average accuracy of the
Transformer and our Transformer-Guided-Attn using all role-specific masks. We ob-
serve that the removal of each role has a negative impact on performance, where the
major syntactic relations role (MajRel) has the largest impact. Thus, collectively all
roles contribute to the performance of the full Transformer-Guided-Attn model.

5 Conclusion

We presented Transformer-Guided-Attn, a method to explicitly guide the attention heads
of the Transformer using role-specific masks. The motivation of this explicit guidance is
to force the heads to spread their attention on different parts of the input with the aim of
reducing redundancy among the heads. Our experiments demonstrated that incorporat-
ing multiple role masks into multi-head attention can consistently improve performance
on both classification and machine translation tasks.

As future work, we plan to explore additional roles for masking, as well as evalu-
ating the impact of including it for pre-training language representation models such as
BERT [5].
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